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Discourse XVIII
"The true student of the Way has nothing to do with Buddhas, nothing to

do with Bodhisattvas or Arhats.    Nor has he anything to do with what is held to
be excellent in the three realms.    Having transcended these, in solitary freedom,
he is not bound to things.    Though heaven and earth were to turn upside down I
wouldn't have a doubt; though all the buddhas of the ten directions were to mani-
fest themselves before me, I wouldn't have any joy; though the three hells were to
suddenly yawn at my feet, I wouldn't have any fear.    Why is this so?    Because
as I see it, all dharmas are empty forms; when transformation takes place they are
existent, when transformation does not take place they are non-existent.      The
three realms are mind only, the ten thousand dharmas are consciousness only.
Hence:

Illusory dreams, flowers in the sky,
Why trouble to grasp at them!

As I've said many times, what we're discussing here in this passage, shall

we say it's awesome, shall we say it's terrifying in its awesomeness, shall we say

that it's something that is the highest joy that can be known.    It is indeed some-

thing that transcends the greatest fear and the greatest joy.    

When you suddenly slip and fall for no particular reason and yell Huppp!

at that moment is that heaven, is that hell, is that God, is that the devil?    Every-

body has experienced this  manifesting of  a state  that  transcends joy and fear.

When you leap off a high peak into the ocean--you've all had that kind of experi-

ence--you have  had an experience  of  transcending joy and fear  as  you yelled



Huppp!    Not only have you had that experience when you jumped off the peak,

but you've had the experience of having reached the peak--ahhh!--and transcended

both God and the Buddha.

The state that transcends the consciousness of fear and joy, this is the true

state of consciousness.    Everybody manifests the state, the experience, when they

look at a flower of transcending joy and pain, of transcending God and the devil.

At that time the self that claims I am has automatically disappeared and there is an

experience of complete self with the flower.    This is what we refer to as manifest-

ing our one true nature.    Having been given the koan, How do you manifest your

one true nature, you still have confusions, you still have questions,    Why is it?

It's because you're still holding on to the self.      That's where all the confusion

comes from.    I want to point that out to you.    

It's important for the incomplete self to be saved, to be helped.    It's very

important to consider how to nurture one's incomplete self.    Because the activity

of one's father and mother is to nurture the incomplete self, so we have to help the

incomplete self to be nurtured, to evolve and grow, by not holding on to it.

As soon as father and mother help you by manifesting the one true nature,

that child, your self, has already manifested a new self.    Why does a mother in

her wisdom give a toy to the child?    Because the mother knows that this toy will

help the child to manifest a new self.    As soon as you put a toy in front of a one-

or two-year-old child, they are immediately attracted to it and they crawl up and

try to grab it.    It's a source of great joy for the mother to see that.    And how joy -

ful the child is when it's finally able to get the toy, to hug it.    



The baby is happy because, even though it cannot conceptualize the fact,

the fact is that it had the experience right then and there of manifesting a new self.

I ask you, at that moment does that child think about God or Buddha, does that lit-

tle baby claim, I'm a human being, or insist, I'm not a dog?    

When I look at your behavior in sanzen after having given you a koan, you

don't just go straight in the direction of that koan, you get shunted this way and

that way into this clever thing and that convoluted thought.    In the United States

we roshis have to be gentle, but if it [were] in Japan we'd say, Don't talk non-

sense!    Bang!    You'd get the stick.    We'd say, Don't look to the right or left, go

straight ahead with it!

Mother, in silence, observes the child making its efforts to grab the toy.

But a babysitter might thrust the toy into the child's face and cause the child to

cry.    This is what we call inappropriate, excessive kindness.    That's why mothers

don't like babysitters that have inappropriate, excessive kindness.    Do you under-

stand?

Don't think about this or that.    When you climb a mountain, just climb

right up that mountain.    Just think about the koan.    Then there won't be any sad-

ness or any joy.    Rinzai says you might get physically tired out, but there won't

be any joy or sadness.    Then, as Rinzai said, even though the heavens might col-

lapse and scrunch us all to death or the earth might boil and explode under our

feet, there won't be one scintilla of suffering.    What I'm talking about now is how

to consider the koan.    

No sooner do you gaze at the moon then you have given the moon true



love.    At that very instant that you give your totality of love, the moon breaks up

into trillions of particles.      And you also break up into a mist of particles and

merge with the moon.    Both the world of subject and the world of object together

have been broken out of.    This is called the four elements scattering.    

But I ask, when you and the moon have dissolved into dust, where do you

go?    There's no place to go other than this very universe itself.    You manifest the

whole universe with the one that you are interrelating together with.      This is

called the manifestation of true love, real love.    To really experience love is syn-

onymous with manifesting the whole universe.    You have to really hug your lover

tight in order for you both to break up into thousands of little atoms and become

all of space.    Unless you stick with your lover to the point where you both turn

into dust, you can never hope to experience all of space.    By reading the passage

over and over again, eventually you become able to actually manifest this.

Rinzai speaks again.    He says, As I see things, they are all empty transfor-

mations.     In this process of transformation sometimes there is a manifestation

that is complete.    If we don't realize the impermanent nature of things, then we

get attached to our material existence.    If we don't get attached to ourselves, then

our very materiality becomes emptiness itself.    But, on the other hand, if you fix-

ate emptiness or nothingness, that's also a mistake.

When we talk about emptiness, shunyata, or nothingness, what that means

is the functioning without a self, so there is no need to think.    But if we make an

object out of emptiness, this is also a mistake, this is fixating a self that then looks

at emptiness, for example, if we try to explain emptiness.    Do you understand



what I'm saying?    The complete state, the state of emptiness, is without a self; yet

we get attached to emptiness and jabber on this and that about it.    

Something I'd like you to be careful about: there are two states of com-

pleteness,  complete  self.      There  is  a  state  of  completeness  that  comes  about

through the activity of thus going, in other words, the activity of expansion, and

there is the state of completeness that comes about through the activity of the thus

coming, in other words, through the process of contraction.    No sooner has the

activity of thus going manifested the completeness of expansive space but the ac-

tivity of thus coming arises and seeks to manifest the other pole of completeness.

Certainly we can say that there is a God, there is an Almighty, but the mis-

take comes when we look at it as in any way fixated.    But for beginners, unless

we speak of God or the Buddha in a fixated way, it's hard for them to have faith

and believe.    That fixated way of talking about the source is what in Zen we call

religion.    One looks upon God or the devil, considers God or the devil, in a fix-

ated way.    

Therefore it makes perfect sense, it's only natural, that the teachings would

arise that say we should ally ourselves with God and reject the devil.    It's only

natural for human beings to like [a] religion that tells us how we should make ef-

fort in order to unite with God and get the devil behind us.    Having rejected the

devil and being saved by God, naturally we think religion is an important thing

for human beings.    But however much one may have been saved, however happy

or prosperous one may have become,    the fact is, as long as the devil is still out

there, you're not free and you are not secure.    However much life you may have



accumulated, however much you may have done the activity of life, if the devil,

death, is still outside of you, then you can't know real peace of mind.    

What you have to be able to do is to manifest that wisdom whereby you

understand that you contain within yourself both the good god and the bad god,

both life and death, in other words, you have as your very content both activities,

the activity of going and the activity of coming.    Then both life and death, both

God and the devil, are experienced as cooperating, getting along with each other,

in the act of creating you.    Put alternatively, you have completely internalized

God and the devil and they have become you.    

We speak of the activity of Tatha'gata.     Tatha'gata, one of the words in

Sanskrit  for  the  Buddha.      Or  we  speak  of  tathata',  which  means  suchness.

When you look at the word Tatha'gata , you can break it up into tatha, meaning

such or thus, and gata, meaning gone, or tatha and a'gata, meaning such or thus

come---two complementary and opposite movements.    The activity of true love,

the one true nature, could be compared to these two activities abiding together in

their own solitary unique world, their own private room, so to speak metaphori-

cally.    This is one world, the one world that is the single private room of plus and

minus.      That  is  the state  of truth.      It  is  unique.      That  unique truth we call

Tatha'gata, the state of zero, in other words.

Because the thus coming and the thus going act absolutely effortlessly and

spontaneously, without any will or desire, they just happen, they are called the ac-

tivity of emptiness.    But the activity of zero is not attached to zero.    That zero is



broken forth from and a new activity arises.    I've explained it many many times.

I've explained many times how it is that when the activity of zero breaks up, there

is born within the body of zero the three worlds called past, present, and future.

If you're really willing to put out some effort in your zazen, as we say in Japanese,

if you're willing to bust your bones in zazen, then inevitably you will eventually

have this wisdom percolate up within you.    

You'll understand that unless you understand the basic principle that un-

derlies both this world in which we live and our own being, ourselves, then you

cannot know how to ask real questions.    But at the beginning you're totally con-

fused and disoriented, you have no idea what's going on with this practice, so of

course you're going to want to ask questions.    A teacher has to pay attention to

your questions.    

Who looks upon God or the devil as an object?    Of course it is a self that

does so. Because a self is a person, in order to make the state of the source mean-

ingful to a person, one personifies it.    How?    By calling it things like God, or

Buddha, or mind.    Everybody has consciousness.    Everybody has mind, or, as

we say in Japanese,  kokoro. We talk about the nature of consciousness being the

buddha nature.    Complete consciousness is Tatha'gata, or Almighty.    We explain

that the activity of consciousness is the Almighty.    For those of you that have

grown up with theistic teachings, who believe in God, we can explain that your

mind, your consciousness, is the Almighty.    God is mind.

Mind manifests the body called mind by doing the activity of mind.    Be-

cause the activity of the Mind is incessant, but, on the other hand, because no mat-



ter what activity it does it cannot leave its own body, the activity of mind, what-

ever activity it may do, is always contained within the body of the mind.    This is,

I know, hard to understand.

Because,  when  the  activity  of  mind,  performs  the  separation  of  past,

present, and future, those three, past, present, and future, are still enfolded within

the body of suchness.    They are still within the one monad, the one unique world

called thusness.    The body in which past, present, and future arise, and the body

of the source are the exact same body.    When, once again, past, present, and fu-

ture disappear, then a new emptiness is born.    Because it is a world of complete-

ness, it is none other than the body of the mind.    

Mind nurtures itself through its activity into stage four, five, six, seven,

eight; but all of these numbered stages are contained within one single body.    If

you understand this, then you will understand the philosophical vocabulary used

in what we call the Kegon, or Avatamsaka, school of Buddhism, where they talk

about [riji mu ge (?)]--it means phenomena and the principle being interpen-

etrating--and you will also understand this other term that's used in Kegon philos-

ophy, [jiji mu ge (?)],  which means phenomena and phenomena interpene-

trate.    Then you'll understand that three, four, five, six, seven are all zero, that is

to say, they are all one.    

You will understand that what is meant by one, two, three, four, and five is

what is contained within six.    Because four is zero, five is zero, six is zero, they

are all the same, they equal each other.    Four is related to five in the sense that

four is embraced [by] and contained within five.    Five is related to six in the



sense that five is contained within six.    But, from the viewpoint the four is com-

plete, or zero, five is complete, or zero, six is complete, or zero, they all obviously

equal each other.    

You've had the benefit of modern education, many of you have studied

what might be called higher mathematics, so you should be able to understand im-

mediately what I am talking about.    But if you fixate the self, you won't be able

to understand.    You can't understand the world if you look at it from one fixated

number like three.    You have to become the person of wisdom in order to under-

stand this, the person of wisdom that knows that four is embraced by five, five

contains four.    

Rinzai uses a four-character phrase, [mambo uishki (?)].    It means the ten

thousand things are only consciousness.    All worlds that arise arise through the

activity of consciousness.    Rinzai us[es] this phrase, the myriad of phenomena

are consciousness only.    Uishki in Japanese, consciousness only, is also the name

of a school, the Yogachara, or Consciousness Only, school of Buddhism.    Some-

times people say this means that he must have studied that school; however, his-

torically speaking the phrase consciousness only is more ancient than that school,

it can be found in what we call theAvatamsaka, or the Hua-yen or Kegon Sutra.

In the 8,000-verse version of that sutra, there's already a phrase that explains the

universe as being consciousness only and how that consciousness manifests in

two modes, complete and incomplete.    

When we use this phrase, uishki, or consciousness only, it does not neces-

sarily just refer to the so-called treatise on consciousness only associated with the



Yogachara school historically.    If you see in a book where it says that, because in

the Rinzai Roku, The Sayings of Zen Master Rinzai, he talked about all phenom-

ena being consciousness only, that that means he studied the Consciousness Only

school, it's not necessarily the case.    Rather, Rinzai, or Lin-chi, as he's called in

Chinese, the master whose sermons we're reading, was a student of the so-called

Avatamsaka, Hua-yen, or Kegon school, as we call it in Japanese.    But of course

he wasn't attached to that school.    

When Rinzai says that the three realms are consciousness only, he's talking

from his own direct experience, his own power.    Who says this?    Just as Rinzai

says, from my perspective;    in other words, a self says things like that.    

When we're in an incomplete self we can jabber on endlessly, when we're

in a complete state there's no need to speak; so the thing that's important to know

is just by what mode does a complete state arise and through just what activity

does an incomplete state arise.    

He talks about grasping at flowers in the sky.     Flowers in the sky is the

Chinese way of saying  mirage.    You think it's there, but when you try to grab

hold of it, it vanishes in your hands.    You think you have grasped true love with

your lover, but low and behold, there you are once again separated into subject

and object, into thus coming and thus going.    But even though you may be sepa-

rated, you are standing in the same world, so, as Rinzai says, you don't have to

frantically grasp for your lover.    

This portion right here I could talk on endlessly about, but time has just

come, so we'll end at this point.                                            




